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Introduction
In this paper we introduce some key characteristics of carbon credits as well as the challenges they
present, both practical and ideological. In doing so, we draw heavily on Securing Climate Benefit: A
Guide to Using Carbon Offsets1 (the Guide) as well as publications from the Taskforce on Scaling
Voluntary Carbon Markets (TSVCM)2,3,4.

Characteristics of carbon credits and offsets
The key concept underpinning carbon credits is that they can be used to convey a net climate benefit
from one entity to another with no difference to the overall impact on climate change – that is,
greenhouse gas removal is equivalent wherever it occurs. Carbon offsets could therefore facilitate
easier and cheaper reductions, particularly where action is limited by the availability of an adequate
financial incentive.
‘Offset’ and ‘credit’ are sometimes used interchangeably but, as the Guide explains, can be
distinguished.




It states ‘A carbon offset broadly refers to a reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions –
or an increase in carbon storage … that is used to compensate for emissions that occur
elsewhere’.
In contrast, a carbon credit is a ‘transferable instrument certified by governments or
independent certification bodies to represent an emission reduction of one metric tonne of
CO2,’ meaning the credit can be counted as a contribution towards reduction goals by its
owner. The TSVCM adopts a similar approach using the term ‘carbon credit’ to describe
‘verified emissions reduction or removals generated, traded, retired, and ‘offset’ to describe
the act of financing other climate change mitigation actions to compensate or neutralize for
one’s own footprint.’ They further distinguish between ‘credits used for voluntary purposes,
as opposed to compliance purposes (e.g. meeting obligations in jurisdictions with regulated
carbon market schemes)’.

1

Broekhoff, D., Gillenwater, M., Colbert-Sangree, T., and Cage, P. (2019). Securing Climate Benefit: A Guide to
Using Carbon Offsets. Stockholm Environment Institute & Greenhouse Gas Management Institute.
http://www.offsetguide.org/pdf-download/
2

Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets. (January 2021). Phase 1 Final Report.
https://www.iif.com/Portals/1/Files/TSVCM_Report.pdf
3

Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets. (July 2021). Phase 2 Final Report.
https://www.iif.com/Portals/1/Files/TSVCM_Phase_2_Report.pdf
4

The Guide is aimed at organisations seeking to use carbon offsets in voluntary greenhouse gas (GHG)
reduction strategies. The Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets is a private sector-led initiative
working to scale the voluntary carbon market.
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Use of carbon credits
The use of carbon credits and offsets to address climate change divides opinion. When viewed
positively, it has been described as meaningfully contributing in the transition to global net-zero.
Alternatively, there are those who see trading carbon offsets as a dangerous distraction from the
business of kicking our fossil fuel habit altogether5 or, even worse, that it is ‘… shaping up to be the
greatest mis-selling scandal since the Dominican friar Johann Tetzel sold pardons to redeem the
dead. Martin Luther attacked this practice in 1517, in his 95 theses’6.

Creation and retiring of carbon credits
Projects that generate credits can be broadly grouped into two categories; either
avoidance/reduction projects or removal/sequestration projects.




Typical avoidance and reduction projects would include limiting the loss of forests and
peatland that store and sequester carbon, and reducing emissions from current sources such
as industrial processes (where a financial incentive or regulatory requirement to do so is
lacking).
Examples of sequestration and removal include nature-based methods, such as restoration
of peatlands and mangroves as well as reforestation, and technology-based approaches that
remove GHGs directly from the atmosphere, such as direct air carbon capture and storage
(DACCS).

Standards for certifying credits are discussed further below.
Carbon credits can be bought and held in a registry, transferred or sold, or retired. The credit is retired
when it is used to offset the holder’s carbon footprint, thereby preventing double counting.

Concerns with carbon credits
There are two main concerns around the use of credits.



Firstly, that they enable an ‘easy’ option for organisations which allows them to avoid taking
more difficult action on their own emissions.
Secondly, and perhaps more fundamentally, that the credits do not actually realise the
claimed reductions.

The Financial Times article referenced earlier brings out an example of both these concerns where
organisations calculate the emissions associated with certain activities (e.g. air travel) and then
purchase and retire an equivalent quantity of carbon credits. They observe that ‘This kind of
offsetting has a 20-year history and has helped pioneering companies address the impact of their
supply chains. But it is much easier to buy the credit than verify the reduction – especially if it takes

5

Elliot, J. (9 July 2021). Why we can’t rely on a new voluntary carbon offset market run by business. Green
Alliance. https://greenallianceblog.org.uk/2021/07/09/why-we-cant-rely-on-a-new-voluntary-carbon-offsetmarket-run-by-business/
6

Cavendish, C. (November 22 2019). Carbon offset gold rush is distracting us from climate change. Financial
Times. https://www.ft.com/content/e2000050-0c7f-11ea-bb52-34c8d9dc6d84
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place on another continent and might have happened anyway. It would be tragic if virtue signalling
through offsetting became more admired than concrete efforts to reduce emissions at source’.
This may be interpreted as meaning that offsetting should only be used after reduction efforts have
been implemented. However, the TSVCM has recently recommended in their Statement on High
Ambition Path to Net-Zero7 that reduction and offsetting should reflect the urgency of climate action
and run concurrently ‘concrete climate action by corporations, including appropriate use of offsetting
cannot wait until 2050, but needs to start now’.

Ensuring the quality of carbon credits
To help address the second of the above concerns, standards have been developed to address
technical concerns over carbon credit quality, including the Gold Standard8 and the Verified Carbon
Standard (VCS)9. The Guide however notes that ‘Unfortunately, despite the efforts of carbon offset
programs, a number of independent studies have identified serious problems with some carbon
offset credits’ quoting studies suggesting that up to 60-70% of offset credits may not represent valid
GHG reductions.
The Guide goes on to consider specific technical concerns (and how they might be addressed):









Ensuring additionality – ‘GHG reductions are additional if they would not have occurred in
the absence of a market for offset credits. Renewable energy technologies, like wind and
solar, are increasingly cost competitive with fossil fuels, without revenue from carbon offset
sales’.
Avoiding overestimation which can arise through overestimating baseline emissions,
underestimating actual emissions and/or failing to account for the indirect effects (leakage).
‘The classic example is a forest preservation project that avoids the emissions caused by
clearing one parcel of forest, but ends up shifting the production of timber through
deforestation to other areas’.
Avoiding double issuance when more than one offset credit is issued for the same GHG
reduction. ‘An example would be if both the producer and consumer of biofuels claim GHG
reductions associated with using the same litres of fuel’.
Avoiding double use when two (or more) different parties count the same offset credit
towards their GHG reduction claims. This is usually associated with fraudulent sellers.
Avoiding double claiming when credits are counted by multiple organisations towards their
reduction goals ‘... a potentially significant double claiming issue could arise under the Paris
Agreement. Specifically, unless governments agree not to count an offset project’s GHG
reductions towards their national mitigation targets, the reductions will effectively be double
claimed’.

The TSVCM working group has developed a set of Additional Attributes also serving as a reference
point for quality credits:

7

See https://www.iif.com/tsvcm

8

See www.goldstandard.org

9

See www.verra.org
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No ex-ante crediting allowed. Core carbon credits must be issued only to quantifiable,
reportable and verifiable emissions reductions or removals that have occurred. No core
carbon credits are issued on an ex-ante basis on the basis of potential emissions reductions
or removals. (Note that the Gold Standard enables the registration of number of expected
emission reductions registered as ‘Planned Emission Reductions’ which can be traded but not
retired).
No retro-active crediting allowed. Core carbon credits must not be issued for activities
where the decision to initiate them occurred before the decision to pursue credit revenue.
(Note that there may be concerns around older ‘vintage’ credits because of concerns over
earlier/lower quality standards being used).
Permanent: Credits should only be only issued for GHG reductions or removals that are
permanent. Note that permanent does not necessarily mean everlasting but would be
expected to be consistent with, for example 2050 aspirations, reflecting the practical
challenges/constraints in areas such as forestry.

Further questions
If or when you have further questions you wish to explore, please raise them in the comment box
below, or contact the ACC via email or social media.
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